Law

Insight from a first year law student

“The
Importance
of Being a
Good Writer”

W to law school, I knew
hen I decided to go

it would be a challenge to me
academically. I had little knowledge of archaic Latin legal terms
and didn’t watch Court TV. In
fact, the extent of my knowledge
regarding the legal system was
Law & Order. The battles seemed
to be won in the court room

names. Sentences are reduced
to subject and verb. Legalese
(“heretofore”, “thereof ”, etc) is
frowned upon, if not abhorred.
Common Law & Order phrases
like “clearly” and “obviously”
will result in whole paragraphs
being skipped.
These kinds of changes in
one’s writing can demoralize.
We’re taught that judges and
lawyers don’t have any time to
read what you’ve so lovingly
crafted. They have to know
what you are trying to say with
one quick glance. How do you
undo years of writing for book
reports and term papers? Practice,
practice, practice. And try not to
be afraid of red ink.
The one thing I’ve learned
from my legal writing classes, as
well as my job at Basile & Testa,
is that the argument is mostly
won on paper. The verbal battle is
simply to back it up. Most judges
(and professors) make their decisions based on what we write in
briefs. Most lawyers
that we’ll work for
base their arguments on our written
research. My writing has adapted to
what the legal field
requires: conciseness
and clarity.
Writing is the first
impression other
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legal professionals have of you. I
work at a General Practice firm
where I have an opportunity
to write many different kinds
of documents. Many times I’m
asked to write documents I’ve
never seen before. It feels like sink
or swim, but that’s how many of
us learn in the legal profession.
I have to confront the newest
document with the same writing skills I know already. I value
my experience at Basile & Testa,
because it allows me to appreciate
the importance of being a good
writer.

“

The one thing I’ve
learned from my legal
writing classes, as well as
my job at Basile & Testa,
is that the argument is
mostly won on paper.
The verbal battle is
simply to back it up. Most
judges (and professors)
make their decisions
based on what we write
in briefs.

“
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during oral arguments or cross
examination. Most people have
that basic understanding of how
cases are won. How many times
have people encouraged others to
go to law school simply because
they talk so much?
Armed with the consolation of
my verbal skills, I felt only slightly less unprepared for my first
semester. At Rutgers, we take four
classes, each worth four credits,
except the writing class. Our
writing classes are only worth two
credits. Naturally, this would give
you a false impression about the
importance and value of being
able to write well in a legal profession: It can’t be that important
if it’s worth so little. Not true.
I came from a strong writing
background that loved embellishments and flowery language.
Legal writing is the complete
antithesis of that mold. All the
multisyllabic SAT words you’ve
learned have to go out the window, unless it is one of the party’s
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